fADE IN:
INT. HOTEL ROOM - LATE NIGHT
The room is elegantly decorated, the king-sized bed is made perfectly, the blankets and comforter stuffed too tightly under the mattress. A black leather suitcase lies at the foot of the bed.
The door opens, in walks EDDIE JENKINS, dark brown hair, wearing black slacks with well-polished black shoes, and a grey shirt with his coat hanging over his shoulder along with a large duffle bag, he's thirty-seven and at the moment looking every minute of it. 
Eddie wearily drops the bag and tosses the hotel key card on top of the courtesy bar. 
He wraps the coat around the back of a chair which sits next to a wooden table near the window, which overlooks the city of Minnesota. 
The Mall of America is a short distance away, and farther down in the b.g. is the Metrodome.
Eddie takes in the view for a second, then flops down face first into the bed. A few seconds later the phone rings. Eddie doesn't move at first, allowing it to ring a few more times before answering.
EDDIE
Hello?
FEMALE VOICE(O.S.)
How are you holding up?
Eddie recognizes the voice immediately.
EDDIE
You'd think I'd be used to this by now.
INT. JENKINS LIVING ROOM - CONTINuOUS
SAMANTHA JENKINS sits on the other side of the line. Mid thirties, on a good day she looks much younger, but tonight she looks as tired and weary as her husband.
SAMANTHA
I'm just going to save us both the headache and skip the speech I would normally give you in this situation.
EDDIE (O.S.)
I've never been in this situation before.
SAMANTHA
Well you know what speech I'm talking about anyway.
EDDIE (O.S.)
So, how's my little boy doing.
Samantha gently rubs her pregnant belly. 
SAMANTHA
He's aching to get out, and I'm aching to let him.
int. HOTEL - CONTINUOUS
Eddie pushes himself up off the bed with great effort. 
EDDIE
You know I'd rather be there with you.
SAMANTHA (O.S.)
No you don't, you're exactly where you want to be, that's what you live for, and I've learned to live with it.
EDDIE
Remember what I said at the beginning of the year?
SAMANTHA (O.S.)
Yes.
EDDIE
Well I meant it.
SAMANTHA (o.S.)
I know.
There's a long pause as both ponder these last few words that have been spoken.                     
EDDIE
You should get some sleep.
SAMANTHA (o.S.)
So should you.
EDDIE
Give him a kiss for me.  I'll call you                   tomorrow.
Eddie hangs up the phone and sits in the chair for a minute staring out the window. 
He grabs the remote and turns on the television.
NEWSCASTER(T.V.)
... Jason Bigbie with a two run home run in the ninth sends the World Series into a game seven. Our own Amy Richards managed to get a few words with tonight's hero Jason Bigbie after the game.
Eddie takes off his shoes and rests his feet on top of the table.
AMY (T.V.)
I'm here with tonight's hero, Jason Bigbie. Tell us Jason, how do you feel going into tomorrow's game seven?
ON THE SCREEN
JASON BIGBIE 24, short blond hair, still in his uniform, his teammates celebrate in the b.g.. Jason has his back turned to the camera the whole time, a lack of excitement apparent in his voice.
JASON (T.V.)
Well, I feel great you know. I mean, this is what it's all about right? Game seven in the World Series, this is where legends are made, and I'm just gonna go out there and give 110% and hopefully we can win a title for Minnesota.               
Eddie continues to watch the television, his weary eyes begging to be shut, his tired body sinks deeper into the chair.
NEWSCASTER (T.V.)
Thanks Amy, before we get into more news, a reminder for tomorrow, tune in before the big game to watch the special presentation on Jason Bigbie.
SCREEN CUTS to footage of a teenage Jason Bigbie hitting balls in a batting cage, he looks much happier and has a smile on his face the entire time.
NEWSCASTER (T.V.)
We've been watching his every move here in The Twin Cities ever since he led his team to the Little League World Series more than a decade ago. We followed him through high school and college, now the hometown kid leads the Minnesota Twins to their first World Series since 1991.
SCREEN CUTS to footage of Jason Bigbie wearing a University of Minnesota baseball jersey hitting a home run, he runs the bases, this time the smile has dwindled to an uneasy grin.
NEWSCASTER (T.V.)
Tune in tomorrow before game seven as we                 watch Jason Bigbie grow from child phenom to big league superstar.
SCREEN CUTS to a commercial.
Meanwhile, Eddie Jenkins has fallen asleep, slumped uncomfortably in the chair.
INT. HOTEL LOBBY - MorNING
An elevator door opens, Eddie Jenkins stands alone inside, he looks as tired and weary as he did the night before, maybe even more so. 
He stumbled out into the hotel lobby where he is greeted by his teammate CARL BOYER, early 30's, third baseman, day old stubble growing on his face. Unlike Eddie he looks completely refreshed.
CARL
You don't look like you got enough sleep.
EDDIE
That's probably because I fell asleep in a chair using my fist as a pillow.
Carl gives Eddie a hard pat on his aching back.
CARL
Way to rest up for the big game Ed.
Fellow hotel guests come by and ask Eddie and Carl for autographs, both men kindly oblige. The two men head towards the front entrance when in walks Amy Richards, cutting them off. She makes a beeline for Eddie, buzzing right by Carl.
AMY
Hi Eddie, can I get I few words from you                 before the game?
EDDIE
Sure.
Amy straightens herself up, the camera man counts down.
AMY
Hi Amy Richards here with Eddie Jenkins just hours before game seven of the World Series. How heartbreaking was that loss last night and what's the game plan going into tonight's game?
EDDIE
Last night was definitely a tough a                      experience to go through, but we're a veteran team and we can overcome this challenge, I mean nobody expected us to even get this far. So we just have to go out there and do our best and we'll see if it's meant to be.
AMY
Eddie you said at the beginning of the year that you would retire after the season, will today be your last game, win or lose?
Eddie is caught somewhat off guard, but the poise he's acquired over the years allows him to shrug off the surprise.
EDDIE
I think I really just want to concentrate on the game, I owe that much to my teammates and fans. Whether it's my last game or not it's really unimportant right now. What's important is that we go out there, play our best, and win the game.
AMY
Thank you for your time Eddie, good luck.
EXT. BASEBALL STADIUM - LATER
Sprinkles of blue are engulfed by waves of gray and white as fans begin to gather in the stadium parking lot. 
Some are taking part in pre game festivities. Others' remain near their vehicle sitting in lawn chairs, barbecuing, and drinking beer.
On the other side of the stadium Twins players arrive in the team parking lot.
Jason Bigbie exits one of the vehicles wearing sunglasses and a frown as he notices the swarm of reporters heading in his directions. He wades through the reporters trying and failing not to look uncomfortable. Much to his relief security finally reaches him to escort him through the swarm of reporters.
INT. BUS - CONTINuous
Eddie Jenkins sits in the back of the team bus, which is just entering the stadium lot. He looks out of the tinted window and watches as the fan's wave at the bus wondering if anyone inside is worth waving to.
Carl strolls up the aisle and takes a seat next to Eddie.
CARL
You look to calm.
EDDIE
Believe me. I'm not.
CARL
Did you get a chance to talk to Sam?
Eddie frowns, obviously he was trying not to think about her.
EDDIE
Didn't get a chance to. They had already left the house.
CARL
(shaking his head)
Glad I'm not in your shoes.
EDDIE
Thanks.
CARL
Sorry Ed. You seem to be handling things alright. She'll be fine, we'll be fine, you can celebrate with her after we get you that ring.
EDDIE
(playfully)
Oh, you're going to get me the ring? Is that right, I thought it was the complete opposite.
Carl gets up laughing, he jabs Eddie on the shoulder.
CARL
We both know you never made it this far until I signed with the team. All you needed was a third bagger with a .256 career average. You might have a ring by now if they'd signed me sooner.
The two men share a laugh, relieving the tension inherent before a big game.
EXT. PARKING LOT - CONTINuous
The Dodger bus pulls into the parking lot, fans in blue erupt into cheers while Twins fans boo and hiss. 
A barricade has been set up near the stadium entrance. Fans are lined up and down alongside it, baseballs and pens in their hands.
Players begin to file out of the bus. They wave at the fans and quickly head inside the stadium, some have sullen looks on their faces, concentrating heavily on the game. 
Eddie exits the bus and the crowd cheers excitedly. He walks over to greet the fans and sign some autographs. A few of the other players take the veteran's cue and join in.
EXT. STADIUM - ONE HOUR BEFORE GAME
Fans are beginning to pack into the stadium. The concession stands are being buried as fans hurry to buy snacks and baseball memorabilia. 
Vendors walk up and down the stands selling peanuts and beer. Everywhere we look someone is a wearing a Twins jersey with the name Bigbie on the back of it.
EXT. FIELD - CONTINuous
Players from both teams begin to congregate on the field. Twins players lean on the batting cage waiting for their turn to take some swings.
Eddie stands near the dugout. Fans stream down the aisles towards him seeking autographs, Eddie kindly agrees to.
Jason emerges from the Twins dugout. The autograph seekers immediately scream out his name hoping to catch his attention. Eddie turns and watches as Jason stands silently by the batting cage with his teammates ignoring the call of his fans.
Eddie excuses himself and walks over to Jason.
EDDIE
Hey, Jason.
Jason looks up at and Eddie and nods.
EDDIE
You think you could maybe go over there and sign some autographs for those kids. I think they'd really appreciate it.
Jason looks over at the fans.
JASON
I just wanted to get some swings in before the game.
EDDIE
Won't take much time, just sign a couple,           you'll make their day.
Jason looks somewhat annoyed.
JASON
I really got a lot on my mind right now. I don't have time for them, you know how it is.
Without looking back at Eddie Jason picks up a bat and enters the batting cage.
Eddie watches him, hoping maybe he'll come to his senses but gives up and heads back towards the kids in the stands. 
Eddie signs a few more autographs before heading back into the dugout but not before delivering a hopeful glance back at the field, only to realize that after just a few swings Jason has retreated back to the locker room.
INT. DODGERS LOCKER ROOM - HALF HOUR BEFORE GAME
The locker room is completely silent. Eddie Jenkins sits in a fold out chair lacing up his cleats.
Carl Boyer paces up and down the room, baseball bat in hand. Other teammates sit silently by their lockers. Some have their eyes closed, heads in their hands. Others have headphones on, bobbing their heads quietly. Anything to get their muscles to relax. 
The silence is broken by a ringing cell phone. Eddie reaches into his bag. He looks around wanting to apologize for breaking the team's concentration, but nobody seems to have even heard it.
EDDIE
(into phone)
Sam?
FEMALE VOICE (O.S.)
No Eddie, it's Kathy, I just thought I'd let you know, Sam's going into labor.
Eddie jumps out of his seat, startling some of his teammates out of their trance.
EDDIE
How's she doing?
int. hospital - SaME TIME
Loud painful SCREAMING in the b.g. KATHY NABORS, a splitting image of her older sister Samantha holds the phone up to one ear and has a finger in the other.
KATHY
She's doing fine, everything looks good.
EDDIE
Ok great, keep me posted.
KATHY
How am I supposed to do that?
int. locker room - same time
Eddie standing in front of his locker, Carl looks at him, wondering what is going on.
EDDIE
Oh, um, I'll leave my phone with one of the trainers and just call him with any updates.
KATHY (O.S.)
Ok, good luck.
Eddie hangs up the phone, he looks around the room. Carl has stopped his pacing and is staring at Eddie as are some of his other teammates.
CARL
What's going on?
EDDIE
Let's try not to let this go into extra innings.
CARL
(yelling)
You hear that boys, let's bring it home for Eddie!
Eddie's teammates burst into a loud CHEER. 
Eddie stands up and walks toward the exit, a steely gaze in his eyes. His teammates follow his lead, pumped up and full of energy.
EXT. FIELD - GAME TIME
Players for both the Dodgers and Twins line up across from one another as a singer stands at home plate and belts out the national anthem.
Jason Bigbie has his hands clasped together and stares directly down at the infield dirt.
Eddie Jenkins stands across from him, hands clasped behind his back looking up at the sky, muttering the lines of the anthem to himself.
UMPIRE
Play Ball!
Eddie and Jason lock eyes for a millisecond at the utterance of those words before Eddie sprints into the dugout, and Jason walks to his position at first base.
EXT. DODGER DUGOUT - CONTINUous
Eddie and his teammates gather together around their manager BUCK ALLEN, a rugged former player now in his 60's, though you wouldn't think it from the pot belly he's sporting.
MANAGER
Alright boys. I'm not going to spout off any of the typical bullshit you hear come out of my mouth everyday. Just go out there and do your fucking jobs so we can get our bonuses and I can retire.
The team APPLAUDS in unison.
CARL
You okay Ed?
Eddie shakes those thoughts off and decides to concentrate on the task at hand.
EDDIE
Yeah, I'm fine.
Eddie takes a seat and awaits his turn to bat. Carl jumps out of the dugout and goes to the warm-up circle. 
Eddie watches as his first teammate strikes out and Carl walks up to home plate. He finds his mind beginning to wander again until he hears a distant voice.
BUCK (o.S.)
HEY! Eddie.
Eddie looks up and sees Buck screaming down the bench 
BUCK
You're up.
Eddie watches as Carl Boyer makes his way back down to the dugout while teammates shout encouraging words at him.
CARL
(under his breath)
Shit.
Eddie makes his way up to the plate.
In no time he has a two strike count. 
Eddie takes a deep breath as he eyes the pitcher on the mound. He steps into the batter's box.
EDDIE'S POV
of the pitcher as he goes into his wind-up. Eddie watches his arm movement, then for a split second his mind seems to wander, he blinks. The next thing he knows the ball is in the catcher's glove.
BACK TO SCENE
UMPIRE
Strike three, your out!
Eddie stands at the plate, he removes his batting gloves as his teammates filter out for the next inning
Carl strolls up and hands Eddie his fielding glove.
CARL
Come one Ed, you gotta get your mind in the game alright. We're all counting on you.
Eddie nods in agreement, grabs his glove and heads out to the field.
EXT. HOME PLATE - 2ND INNING
Jason Bigbie walks up to the plate to lead off the second inning, the crowd goes wild as soon as he comes out of the dugout. Bigbie slaps the first pitch past the shortstop for a base hit. He jogs down to first where Eddie Jenkins is standing.
Bigbie arrives at first base. He's attempting to avoid eye contact with Eddie.
EDDIE
Nice hit.
Bigbie would prefer not to talk but is polite and answers.
JASON
Thanks.
EDDIE
Must have been all that batting                          practice you had earlier.
Bigbie begins to lead off of the first base bag as the next hitter steps up to the plate.
JASON
What are you talking about?
UMPIRE
Strike!
Bigbie steps back onto the base.
EDDIE
Remember, before the game, you needed to                 get some practice swings in so you blew off your fans.
JASON
I didn't blow them off.
Jason leads of the base again.
EDDIE
When someone can't spare a few minutes of                their valuable time to sign some autographs for their fans, I would say that they're blowing them off.
UMPIRE
Strike two!
JASON
I'm sorry if I'm trying to concentrate on the most important game of my life, maybe if you did the same thing you'd have a ring by now.
Jason leads off the base again. The ball is hit deep to center field but is caught at the warning track for the innings last out. 
Eddie and Jason head for their respective dugouts without uttering another word to each other.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. FIRST BASE - 4th INNING
The scoredboard reads 2-1 in favor of the Twins.
Jason is batting. He sends the ball into right field over the shortstops head. 
He trots down to first where Eddie stands silently. The two men stand at the bag in uncomfortable silence. Seemingly out of nowhere Jason blurts out a question to Eddie.
JASON
You ever feel uncomfortable out here? With all these people watching?
Eddie is caught off guard.
Eddie
What do you mean?
JASON
Nevermind, just making conversation.
Beat.
EDDIE
As a matter of fact I feel more                      comfortable out here than anywhere else.
Jason leads off the base. 
The ball is hit down the right field line and he takes of running to second. 
Eddie stands at first trying to figure out what Bigbie's question was about.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. DODGER DUGOUT - 5TH INNING
The scoreboard reads 4-2 Twins.
Eddie sits at the end of the bench. Carl comes over and sits next to him after having just flied out.
CARL
Snap out of it. you gotta get your head on straight.
EDDIE
I know.
The look on Carl's face says that he doesn't seem to think Eddie really does understand.
CARL
This could be our only chance to win one.
Eddie stands, grabs a bat and walks out of the dugout, for the first time tonight his mind is focused entirely on the game.
Eddie steps up to the plate. 
There is a runner on third with one out. 
The pitcher goes into his wind-up.
Eddie sends the pitch to left field for a base hit. A run scores and the lead is cut to one run.
The hometown fans let out a collective GROAN that resonates throughout the stadium.
Jason Bigbie stands at first watching Eddie jog toward him.
There is a slightly uncomfortable silence when Eddie arrives at the base. Eddie feels a need to ask Jason about the question he asked him earlier.
EDDIE
So you feel uncomfortable out here?
JASON
What?
EDDIE
You asked me earlier if I ever felt           uncomfortable during a game.
JASON
Oh, it was nothing, I was just wondering.
EDDIE
Didn't sound like it, sounded like you had something on your mind.

Eddie leads off the base.
UMPIRE
Ball!
Jason stays quiet, Eddie doesn't want to push the subject. Eddie leads off the base again.
UMPIRE
Strike!
JASON
It's just that sometimes I get a little                  uncomfortable.
EDDIE
With what?
JASON
Being watched, being interviewed, you know all the shit that comes with playing the game.
EDDIE
I figure you of all people would have gotten used to this by now, they've been watching you since you were in little league.
Eddie leads off from the base.
His teammate crushes a ball to deep right field. Eddie instantly forgets the conversation and rushes off to second. He rounds the base before realizing that the right fielder has caught the ball at the warning track.
Eddie heads back to the dugout then, he looks back at first base. Jason has already ran back into the dugout.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. FIRST BASE - 6TH INNING
Eddie Jenkins stands on the first base bag watching as Jason Bigbie comes up to the plate, Eddie can't help but notice the lack of enthusiasm in his demeanor as he slaps another base hit past the third baseman. Jason jogs easily into first.
Eddie tries to start some small talk, having pushed Jason's earlier actions into the back of his mind.
EDDIE
Knock it off, we'll be here all day.
JASON
Sorry.
EDDIE
Don't worry about it. It's what we're paid for after all.
UMPIRE
Ball!
JASON
You really love it out here don't you?
EDDIE
How could I not?
JASON
I admire that.
Jason begins to lead off the base as the pitcher goes into his motion.
EDDIE
Admire what?
The ball is hit into right field, Jason takes off for second, he is about half way there when the ball falls into foul territory.
EDDIE
What is it that you admire?
JASON
I just meant I admire your love for the game.
EDDIE
Wouldn't be out here if we didn't love it                would we?
Jason leads off the base suddenly concentrating at the game at hand, leaving the question hanging in the air for a moment as the pitch is delivered.
JASON
No, I guess not.
The ball is hit to the shortstop and Jason takes off for second. Eddie watches as Jason dives head first into the base and is called out.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. HOME PLATE - 7TH INNING
Eddie walks out of the dugout to lead off the 7th inning. As he walks towards the batter's box he looks up at the scoreboard.
EDDIE'S POV
of the scoreboard, which reads Twins 4, Dodgers 3.
Eddie enters the batter's box. A new pitcher across from him, high up on the mound waiting for his sign. 
Eddie clutches the handle of the bat tightly. 
The pitcher goes into his motion and delivers the pitch.
The ball comes at Eddie as if it is in slow motion. Eddie takes a quick breath, his hands begin to maneuver when the ball is exactly where he wants it to be. 
He crushes the ball straight down center field. He tosses his bat aside, and jogs to first, he doesn't bother running too hard, he doesn't even bother looking up. That ball is out of here.
As Eddie rounds the bases all he can hear is the ROARING of the group of Dodger fans in the stands nearly overwhelming the BOOS of the hometown crowd.
Eddie is greeted by his teammates as he walks back to the dugout, high fives, slaps on the back, fists pumping all around.
He grabs a cup of water and takes a seat on the bench. Carl comes up and pats him on the shoulder. Eddie looks at him and smiles, Carl just nods his head.
The following hitter grounds out, Eddie jumps off the bench and leads his teammates out of the dugout, reinvigorated.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. TWINS DUGOUT - BOTTOM 8TH
Jason Bigbie stands in the on deck circle, swinging the bat absently back and forth, going through the motions. There is a runner on first with one out. His teammate at the plate strikes out. The crowd begins to chant his name.
CROWD
Bigbie, Bigbie, Bigbie, Bigbie!!!
He passes his teammate as he walks to the plate.
TEAMMATE
This one's all you Jay, knock one out of                 here.
The thousands of fans in the stadium echo those sentiments. Eddie Jenkins looks on, standing near first base, worried. The words he spoke with Bigbie earlier in the back of his mind.
Bigbie steps into the batter's box, the cheers of the crowd drilling into his head.
The pitch is delivered. Bigbie swings his bat almost effortlessly, there is a loud CRACK. Bigbie doesn't even bother looking up, he knows where it's going, the crowd ROARS. 
Bigbie doesn't look up until he reaches first base, Eddie Jenkins has a look of both disappointment and awe. Bigbie rounds each base unexcitedly.
He touches home plate and rushes into the dugout with his head down. Pats on the back, and high fives are returned unenthusiastically. 
The fans CHEER for a curtain call. 
Bigbie's teammates force him out of the dugout. 
Without looking up at the fans Bigbie tips his helmet before quickly jumping back into his sanctuary. Eddie watches him through the corner of his eye and notices how unexcited he looks as he slumps down on to the bench.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. DODGER DUGOUT - TOP 9TH
Eddie stands nervously in the dugout gripping his bat tightly in both hands waiting for his turn at the plate. 
The scoreboard reads 6-4 in the top of the 9th inning.
Their's a man on first with one out, he may have a chance to bat one more time. Carl Boyer is at the plate and flies out to deep left field. Eddie's heart sinks just a little, his teammates let out a collective groan, two outs now. Eddie starts to head for the on deck circle when someone calls to him.
TRAINER
Hey Ed, call for you.
He thrusts a cell phone forward. Eddie immediately knows who it is. He takes the phone.
EDDIE
Hello.
SAM
Hey.
EDDIE
How are you?
SAMANTHA (O.S.)
Your son's waiting for you to get back.
Eddie breathes in heavily.  Those thoughts of fatherhood rushing back into his mind. Now he is truly nervous, more than ever before.
EDDIE
(stammering)
I uh...
SAMANTHA (O.S.)
You better get out there.
EDDIE
Give him a kiss for me.
Eddie hangs up the phone and tosses it aside. He walks steadily to the on deck circle. Carl gives him a disappointed nod as he walks back into the dugout. 
Eddie kneels down waiting for his chance. He watches as his teammate waits for the pitch to be delivered.
UMPIRE
Ball one!
Eddie closes his eyes.
UMPIRE
Strike one!
Eddie breathes in deeply.
UMPIRE
Ball one!
Eddie opens his eyes, he looks on confidently, he feels as loose as he's ever been. The next pitch is hit foul, Two balls, two strikes.
He closes his eyes for a brief moment, his thoughts stray to his new born son and his loving wife waiting for him at home.
The next pitch is delivered, Eddie's eyes open, he watches as the batter rears back and swings, the ball blows past the bat and into the catcher's mitt.
Then everything is silent. He looks across the field, Twins player and coaches sprint out of the dugout towards the pitcher's mound. 
Fans break past the security guards and join the celebration on the field. Many of Eddie's teammates disappointedly head back inside to the locker room while a few other's remain seated watching the festivities, something to remember for next season.
Eddie Jenkins remains kneeling in the on deck circle. For some reason he doesn't look sad or angry, nor does he look relieved. He smiles to himself, who would have thought that he could have his best day during his worst. 
He slowly gets to his feet, fans rush by him, nobody asks for an autograph, at this moment he is anonymous.
He turns his back and with his head held up high he walks back to the locker room.
What Eddie doesn't notice is that across the field someone else is doing some heavy thinking. 
Jason Bigbie sits alone inside the Twins dugout watching the celebration.                                          
INT. DODGER LOCKER ROOM - LATER
The mood is less than festive. Dodger players silently change back into street clothes. Some sit by their lockers, still wearing their uniforms heads tucked inside their hands.
Eddie Jenkins dresses quickly, he has a plane to catch. He packs up all his stuff. Carl Boyer comes out of the shower, a towel wrapped around his waist.
CARL
Always have next year right?
EDDIE
Not for me.
CARL
Sam will be glad to hear that. It's about                time too, I could hear your bones creaking when you were running the bases.
EDDIE
(grinning)
I'll see you around.
The two men shake hands, Eddie walks out of the locker room and is immediately greeted by a camera crew and reporter Amy Richards.
Amy
Think we can get a few words?
EDDIE
Sure.
The reporter prepares herself, fixing her hair and make-up before sidling up next to Eddie.
Amy
This is Amy Richards reporting less than an hour after a thrilling World Series game seven, I'm here with Eddie Jenkins. Can you describe how you're feeling right now?
EDDIE
Well obviously I'm disappointed but you know, life will go on.                 
AMY
A lot of focus was put on your possible                  retirement after this season, was this your final game.                   
eDDIE
I said before the season that I planned on after the year and I haven't changed my mind, I'm pretty confident that this was my final game.
AMY
You've spent 16 years in the league, put up Hall of Fame numbers, what do you plan to do now that it's over.
The word over rings in Eddie's ears but he shrugs it off in an instant.                         
EDDIE
Well, I missed the birth of my first child tonight so I just want to go home and spend the next 16 years making it up to him and my wife.                               
aMY
Thank you and congratulation's Eddie.
Eddie walks down the corridor which is completely empty, as he passes the Twins locker room all he hears is muffled screams of joy and corks popping off of champagne bottles. 
Just then he looks up and see Jason up ahead, still wearing his uniform which is covered with dirt, standing and watching the field as security tries to clear the fans out.
EDDIE
Hey, shouldn't you be in there celebrating.
Jason looks up.
JASON
Yeah I guess I probably should.
EDDIE
Then again you...
Jason cuts him off.                    
JASON
Have you ever wondered what else you would be doing if you weren't playing baseball.
EDDIE
What?
JASON
I think about it a lot. Sometimes I think                about it during the game, when I'm not                   supposed to be thinking about anything else
Eddie finally realizes where this is going.
EDDIE
I guess it's something everyone's thought                about. It's crossed my mind a few times                  before.
Jason continues to look out at the field.
JASON
Sometimes I think I'd happier if I never                 picked up a bat and glove.
EDDIE
You're young, you've still got your whole                life ahead of you.
(beat)
It's never to late to make the right choice.
A crowd of reporters and camera men walk up the ramp. They see Jason and rush towards him, Jason lets out a deep breath. Eddie gives him a pat on the shoulder and walks up the corridor against the wave of reporters. 
When Eddie reaches the corner he glances back at the swarm of reporters surrounding Jason, knowing that a part of him will miss the spotlight. 
Then again, the smile on his face gets wider as his thoughts shift to his wife and new born baby, he won't miss it that much. 
The reporters crowd around Jason Bigbie and blurt out a bevy of questions at the young superstar. Through the throng of reporters he spots Eddie. The two of them lock eyes. Eddie smiles at him. Jason can only nod, the weight of the world bearing down on his broad shoulders.                        
ReportER
How does it feel to be a champion?
Jason begins his reply with his typical rehearsed answer.
JASON
Yeah, it's a great feeling. I guess this is what I've worked for my whole life.  
(beat)
And now is probably as good a time as any to announce my decision to retire.
The reporters are shocked into silence, after a few moments one of them finally speaks out. 
Reporter
What do you mean you're going to retire? 
RePORTER #2
How can you retire after you just won the World Series?
The rest of the reporters take their cue and begin rattling off questions left and right.    
Amy
(shouting)
What are you going to do if you're not going to play baseball?
The rest of the reporters quiet down, they are very interested to hear the answer to this question.
JASON
(beat)
I don't know.
A smile finally manages to break through on to Jason's face.  After years of catering to everyone else's expectations, he has finally made the right decision for himself.
fade out.

                      The End.

